Several example applications of the groundwater age equation are used to derive some basic results about age in aquifers and to draw linkages among published results involving temporal moments and aquifer-aquitard diffusive mass transfer. We then describe a brief numerical study of an inverse problem in which hydraulic conductivities are identified using both piezometric head and groundwater age data where inclusion of age data helps to reduce evidential nonuniqueness. This reflects the global representation of flow process contained in age data, and that the value of age data in inverse identification of flow properties depends on the paths taken by the sampled groundwater.
Introduction
Understanding groundwater age involves isotope geochemistry and fractionation, interfacial reactive geochemistry, recharge and surface-subsurface hydrology on long time scales, and both groundwater flow and advective-dispersive-diffusive transport in heterogeneous materials. The characterization of groundwater age is of practical value because some aspects of the distribution of groundwater age are measurable through analyses of dissolved species such as anthropogenic and cosmogenic radioisotopes and industrial contaminants such as chloroflouorocarbons. Clarke and Fritz (1997) provide a detailed background on the methods for chemical analyses of anthropogenic, cosmogenic, or geogenic tracers appearing in groundwater that can serve as indicators of age of groundwater. These include principally radioactive tracers whose measurement along with knowledge of their activities in recharge waters historically (often linked to atmospheric concentrations) give a radiometric age. Varni and Carrera (1998) summarize issues involved in interpreting age from tracers and make the case for solute-independent modeling of groundwater ages.
Groundwater age modeling provides a means to link such data to subsurface hydraulic and geochemical properties and processes. Studies focusing on particular aspects of groundwater age (e.g., recharge estimation and fractionation) appear in various literatures with different mathematical/conceptual foundations. Variously, age is inferred from concentrations of single isotopes/tracers that are supposed to reflect the mean age; age is inferred from multiple isotope/tracer concentrations that together represent different components of age ("young water" and "old water"); age is supposed to arise from lumped-parameter (assumed age distribution) models; age is supposed to arise from two-dimensional compartment models; age is supposed to arise from detailed three-dimensional flow models. These variations result from ad hoc specifications of governing equations that are site-and case-specific, that are not all rooted in the same fundamental equation, and that are not often evaluated in a relative comparison of multiple possible models of a given situation. Also the linkage between measured concentrations of isotopes (one or many) and age moments varies, as reviewed in Varni and Carrera (1998) . Such inconsistency would be unacceptable in the more self-consistent contexts of groundwater flow or solute contaminant transport in which fundamental governing equations are established if debated. In the context of groundwater age however this inconsistency is a feature of the interface between perspectives of groundwater age: geochemical based and hydrological based. One objective of this article is to help resolve the inconsistency in fundamental conceptual-mathematical modeling of groundwater age in the hydrological-based perspective. We review the equation for groundwater age distributions and analyze this equation under several simplified conditions. We define "age mass" in terms of this distribution and we identify a few important results about groundwater age in simplified flows, including the fact that it is always at least inverse-Gaussian distributed and that steady-state age moments are already available for many cases involving mobile-immobile diffusive mass transfer.
Another objective of this study is to explore the importance of groundwater age data to the model calibration and how it can help with the reduction in parameter estimation nonuniqueness. In order to apply effectively distributed parameter flow and transport models in groundwater systems, the model parameters, presuming they exist, must be known, and due to inaccessibility parameter values be specified via solution of the inverse problem of groundwater flow and solute transport. One avenue to reduction of nonuniqueness involves use of multiple data sets governed by the same aquifer property to be estimated. Since head distribution is a result of diffusion governed by hydraulic conductivity and boundary conditions, and age distribution is a result of advection-dispersion governed by hydraulic conductivity and porosity and boundary conditions, their joint use in inversion may sharpen inverse problem solutions. The coupling of piezometric head and concentration data has been used for many years to estimate groundwater hydraulic parameters (Sun and Yeh 1990; Cheng and Yeh 1992; Sun 1994; Anderman et al. 1996; Weiss and Smith 1998; Wen et al. 2002; Hill and Tiedeman 2007) . Since groundwater age is affected by the same processes as those controlling solute transport, it can be considered as a tracer. Age tracers such as environmental and radioactive isotopes (e.g. tritium/helium, 36 Cl/Cl, 14 C/C) and their history of decay in subsurface can serve as proxy for some measure of groundwater age. Such observation data have been used in the same way to help in estimation of aquifer properties (Reilly et al. 1994; Sheets et al. 1998; Portniaguine and Solomon 1998; Zhu 2000; Weissmann et al. 2002; Reynolds and Marimuthu 2007) . In the inverse study presented here, we apply modeling of both flow and transport in an idealized 2-D problem in the forward sense to solve simultaneously the steady-state piezometric head and mean age distributions, the filtered output of which is used as input to an indirect inversion scheme to calibrate some of the parameters involved. The objective is to understand how the addition of observation data density and type (e.g., head, flow rate, and age) can improve the inverse solution and potentially reduce its inherent nonuniqueness.
Background and Governing Equation for Groundwater Age
Here, we provide a brief review of conceptual and mathematical models designed for the quantification of the spatiotemporal distribution of the groundwater age distribution and/or its moments. We restrict ourselves to general models developed from basic balance equations and do not include site-specific models developed in ad hoc fashion. Early conceptual models of groundwater age arise in part from residence time considerations in chemical engineering (e.g., Danckwerts 1953; Spaulding 1958; Randolph 1964) and appear in hydrogeology in Maloszewski and Zuber (1982) with focus on lumped parameter models (e.g., assumed age distributions with fittable parameters, Maloszewski and Zuber 2002; Cook and Böhlke 2000; Ivey et al. 2008) . Subsequent technical works on groundwater age are numerous and beyond the present scope but for a couple highlights. The need for improved models for simulation of measurable groundwater age as opposed to purely kinematic age (mixing ignored) is discussed by Campaña (1987) who developed one of the early models that treats the entire distribution of groundwater age and not just the mean age; the groundwater flow is treated via compartment model. Goode (1996) and Varni and Carrera (1998) established the equation for mean and moments of groundwater age, respectively. Later Weissmann et al. (2002) modeled the distribution of ground water ages indicated by chlorofluorocarbons in a heterogeneous aquifer using particle tracing and echoed the need for the complete groundwater age distribution. In aquifer characterization by inverse problem solution, some early uses of groundwater age in analogy to tracer concentration data appears in Reilly et al. (1994) , Sheets et al. (1998) , and Portniaguine and Solomon (1998) , and such coupled inverses are now common (e.g., Reynolds and Marimuthu 2007) .
The Groundwater Age Equation
The governing equation for groundwater age is (Ginn 1999 
where ρ = ρ(x, a, t) is the conventional space-and time-dependent mass density of water now also distributed over age a, v is the conventional Darcy flux divided by the porosity, D is the conventional dispersion-diffusion tensor, n is the porosity, and we assume no internal sources or sinks (recharge and withdrawals may be included but here are treated via boundary condition for simplicity). The velocity may vary in space and time (Ginn 1999, equation 10 , contrary to the claim of Cornaton and Perrochet 2007) . This mass balance expression governs the distribution of age by advecting water mass density along the age dimension at unit velocity. Mixing in age arises from nonuniform velocity v and from dispersive and diffusive mixing controlled by D. Thus, age distribution is governed by an advection-dispersion equation in four dimensions (space and age), where transport in the age dimension is with unit velocity and zero dispersion-diffusion. There is no diffusion in the a direction because there is no difference between the aging rate of individual water molecules as there is in the transport rate 123 of individual water molecules (Ginn 1999, appendix) . Boundary conditions are set by considering that water entering the domain requires now a specified age (zero for surface recharge if one ignores residence time in the vadoze zone). In that case the specified flux boundary condition as position x is placed at x = x , a = 0. For instance, if water enters an aquifer at an upstream recharge boundary, the age equation above is complemented with a Dirichlet boundary condition that specifies water density at that boundary as a Dirac distribution in a + .
On a Continuum Mechanical Basis for Groundwater Age
Here we make a few observations on the conceptual basis for modeling groundwater age, when viewed from the continuum-mechanical basis. A sample of groundwater includes a set of water molecules which (ignoring hydrolysis effects by their mere fraction) each have a clearly defined "age" since entering the subsurface. Thus a bulk (ground)water-phase sample is intrinsically distributed over age, and within any continuum-mechanical approach there is no choice but to treat groundwater age as a deterministic distribution. This perspective induces self-consistent representations (e.g., Goode 1996; Varni and Carrera 1998; Ginn 1999 ) that recognize the distributed nature of groundwater age in the mathematical treatment. When one writes the actual governing equation for this distribution one is forced to identify the initial and boundary conditions for the mass balance of groundwater over space, time and age. Indeed in application we cannot easily prove that an aquifer's ages are in steady-state and so the initial condition may matter to current ages. That is, simulating groundwater age distributions requires specification of initial conditions that may involve connate waters or other imaginations reaching back to the creation of the actual subsurface which is far beyond our conceptual model's limitations. However this challenge is one that arises from characterization limitations and not from the fundamental model that is unambiguous. Also we note that the age-mass is so far only loosely defined without rigorous definition of how the underlying distribution of water density over age enters the definition. Age-mass is defined as the product of "mean age times water mass" (Goode 1996) , or "the product of mass and age" (e.g., Bethke and Johnson 2002) , or as water density times its age (e.g., Cornaton and Perrochet 2006) . In fact volumetric age mass is the un-normalized first moment of the age distribution (un-normalized because the distribution need not integrate to unity)
a)da is the conventional water density (Ginn 1999) . For incompressible flows ρ T =1 (SI units) and the volumetric age mass is equivalent to the mean age.
Finally we emphasize that the distribution of water mass over age is a deterministic, and not probabilistic one (Ginn 2007; Cornaton and Perrochet 2007) . Uncertainty in the flow properties and their associated parameters have not yet been formally introduced into the analysis of the groundwater age problem, this is still an open research question. (1) Previous differential equations for the transport of different measures of age include: the mean age equation of Goode (1996) , the percentile age equation of Varni and Carrera (1998) , as well as their arbitrary moment equation, and the idealized aquitard age equation used in Bethke and Johnson (2002) . Each are derived from (1) as follows.
Several Illustrative Cases

Construction of Previous Age Equations from Equation
One obtains the mean age equation of Goode (1996) by multiplying (1) by a (the age dimension) and integrating from zero to infinity, and defining age mass as above,ā = Aρ T = ∞ 0 aρ(a)da where A is the conventional mean age, ρ T is the conventional groundwater density, and ρ(a) is the distribution of local groundwater density over age. It should be noted that in Ginn (1999) the porosity in the dispersion term is erroneously inside the gradient operator, the correct form of the mean age equation is
Second, any definite integral of age (i.e., over the interval [a 1 , a 2 ]) of Eq. 1 gives the governing equation for the fraction of water that is between a 1 and a 2 age as follows. Integration of (1) on [a 1 , a 2 ] gives
In the steady-state case with a 1 = 0 and thus ρ(a 1 ) = 0, recognizing that nρ(a 2 ) = ∂n P ∂a (a 2 ), and defining F = P/ρ T one obtains
that is comparable to Eq. (2a) of Varni and Carrera (1998) for the percentile of age without source or sink term (by construction here) and with age replacing their time. These forms are not exactly equivalent. The Varni and Carrera model is for transient age, but has no age dimension, so age is defined as t − τ where τ is recharge time of the water and thus their equation represents a continuous family of equations for varying τ . Additionally they specify two such families depending on the initial age of water. Equation 4 is singleton and as a steady state expression it does not depend on initial ages by construction. Equation 3, also singleton but with the added dimension of age, is the most general form and represents transient conditions in a single equation. Third, the equation for any mth moment of the age (Varni and Carrera 1998) distribution is obtained in analogy to the development of the mean age equation noted above but with multiplication by a m (age to the mth power) instead of by a. Integration, again with integration by parts on the aging term, yields
and A m is the mth moment of the age distribution. Fourth, the mean age equations that form the basis of the "paradox of groundwater age" (Bethke and Johnson 2002, "BJ") arise from Eq. 1 and traversing the derivation forces explicit identification of each assumption required. Consider ideal aquifer-aquitard layers that are flat, homogenous, isotropic and of constant thickness. Figure 1 shows half aquifer and half aquitard domains of one layer pair. Assume that dispersion longitudinally in the aquifer is zero and that lateral dispersion is fast so that the water in the aquifer is well-mixed laterally.
Only diffusive transport occurs in the aquitard that is adjacent to the aquifer. The "paradox" is the result that the efflux of "age-mass" (here, the product of water density and mean age) from the aquitard is, at steady-state, independent of the mixing and transport rates of the water itself, and depends only on porosity and size of the aquitard. As will be shown an exact analogy of this result is previously obtained in temporal moments analysis of solute transport by Harvey and Gorelick (1995) . This result is obtained by analysis of a governing equation written for the aquifer-aquitard system (although it can be obtained by simply forcing the age mass that accumulates in the aquitard to leave the aquitard, E. LaBolle, written communication), but without a clear foundation for the equations, that makes it hard to see the assumptions underlying the analyses.
To derive the BJ posited model let us call the aquifer domain "1" and the aquitard domain "2" and write Eq. 1 for each of the adjacent domains (Ginn 2000) :
where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are distributions of water density over age in the aquifer and aquitard, respectively, and other terms as defined. The boundary conditions are: at z = 0, ∂ρ 2 ∂z = 0; at z = l−, we don't know; at z = l+, x = 0, ρ 1 = Dirac(a) representing entry of water in the upstream end of the aquifer. Assuming that the loss term is proportional to density ρ 1 and the gain term is proportional to density ρ 2 (a mass-action assumption), that the porosities are constants, that diffusion/dispersion in the x-direction is negligible in the aquitard, and then taking the first moment as above, we obtain
at z = 0, ∂a 2 ∂z = 0; at z = l− we don't know; z = l+, x = 0, a 1 = 0. If we now assume steady state conditions, and also assume k → ∞ so that equilibrium is always achieved between a 1 and a 2 (x, l−), the right-hand side of (7b) is zero and we have for the aquitard
at z = 0, ∂τ ∂z = 0; at z = l−, τ (z = l−) = 0; at z = l+, x = 0, a 1 = 0, the BJ system. The system requires steady-state conditions (noted by BJ) but additionally the assumptions of constant porosity, complete lateral mixing in the aquifer, no diffusion in the aquitard parallel to the aquifer, and equilibrium between the aquifer and aquitard waters of any given age. The solution reveals that the aquitard's water age at the z = 0 coordinate is the mean travel-time by diffusion from the aquifer to the aquitard midpoint, at steady-state. More generally, one may solve the more general equations to examine other aspects of the system such as time-to-steady-state. This is important for understanding how perturbations in aquifer flow (such as induced by climate change, pumping withdrawals, or artificial groundwater recharge) affect groundwater age distributions the moments of which may be measured in pumping or withdrawal wells. Such equations are tractable and can be solved as shown in Woolfenden and Ginn (2009) and in the next section.
Steady-State Age in a One-dimensional Transport Field
Here we show that age in any given sample of groundwater taken from the subsurface is in the simplest case of homogeneous steady flow at least inverse-Gaussian distributed, and further that the steady state first moments of age are available for a range of mobile-immobile domain configurations. Under steady state 1D constant porosity, velocity and dispersivity conditions, (1) becomes
with the Dirac-δ boundary condition, ρ(x = 0, a) = δ + (a). This is recognized as the classical 1D advection-dispersion equation with a playing the role of t, with instantaneous pulse (of water) applied at age zero. The well-known solution is the inverse-Gaussian distribution (e.g., Simmons 1982; Hathhorn 1996) ,
By comparison the solution under the "plug flow" assumption is the Dirac-δ spike at age satisfying va = x. Thus the distribution of age is always at least inverse-Gaussian distributed, and simplifications below this description such as the plug-flow assumption are neither appropriate nor needed. This distribution is skewed with variance proportional to dispersion coefficient that can be large when sampled water reflects velocities that exhibit large variance ("macrodispersion"). If the mixing occurs at the sampling well and represents contributions from individual paths i with fluxes q i , then the groundwater age distribution of the sample is the flux-weighting of the individual inverse-Gaussian distributions (Ginn 2001) . Finally it is important to note that the age distribution is calculable under multidimensional transient conditions with nonuniform flow and mixing, via (1), and so it is no longer necessary to ignore. More generally it is straightforward to incorporate aging in multi-domain transport models. As shown here and expanded upon below, augmenting the original equations with the 123 aging term allows not only calculation of age distributions reflecting any multidomain diffusion, it also provides a formal link to existing temporal moment expressions that are shown to be age moment expressions. Here we highlight the classical two-domain case. The classical two-domain model in 1D, augmented with aging is
where subscript m indicates mobile zone, subscript im indicates immobile zone, n is porosity, k is an exchange rate, other terms are as previously defined, and the velocities of aging in both equations are unity for demonstration but either can be "turned off" to determine the distribution over age in the mobile (or immobile) zone alone. At steady state again the age derivatives play the role of time derivatives and with the same Dirac-δ instantaneous (in age) pulse, the solution for the distribution of water over age in the mobile domain is given by the well-known Lassey (1988) solution corrected (Lassey 1989) , with age replacing the time variable:
where
is the dispersion kernel for flux-averaged density undergoing advection and Fickian dispersion and is recognized as the inverse-Gaussian distribution introduced above but here for dimensionless space and age. Then the Lassey solution is seen to be a convolution of delays due to reversible multidomain diffusion with the conventional diffusive-dispersive transport, incurring additional variance to the age distribution beyond that occurring in the inverse-Gaussian case. Without interdomain mass transfer, i.e., k = 0, (13) reduces to (11) as follows:
Replacing the dimensioned variables, and replacing o with C o v 2 /D (factors arising from the change to dimensioned variables within the Dirac-δ function) yields Eq. 11.
Solute Transport Equation Characteristic Solutions are Steady State Groundwater Age Distributions; and Temporal Moments are Age Moments
The last two examples show how we can treat characteristic solutions for breakthrough curves for solute transport as exact analogues for age distributions at steady state, as a result of the fact that the two cases give identical mathematical expressions. This is in fact generally true and is easily shown as follows. Restate (1) with a diffusion term, and at in steady state condition and one obtains
that with the natural boundary condition of the Dirac-δ density of water at zero age at inflow locations, is equivalent to the solute transport equation with arbitrary diffusion term with instantaneous pulse in time, if we allow a to play the role of t. As a consequence the temporal moments of the associated breakthrough curve solutions to solute transport are equivalent to the moments of the groundwater age, and this is sometimes noted (e.g., Harvey and Gorelick 1995; Varni and Carrera 1998) . Equation 14 shows the mathematical basis.
Consequently the moments of the steady state age distribution, when they exist, are given by the temporal moments of the flux-averaged solute concentrations under instantaneous pulse injection, for arbitrary interdomain mass transfer including powerlaw. Varni and Carrera (1998) note that the (age) moment equations they obtain (i.e., Eq. 5 above) are the transient forms of the steady state (temporal) moment equations of Harvey and Gorelick (1995) ; however, Varni and Carrera (1998) leave out multidomain diffusion for simplicity. [The effects of diffusion are later reincorporated in an example showing that as long as the total porosity is constant, the (steady-state) mean ages are independent of the rate of diffusion, confirming the statement by Harvey and Gorelick (1995) that for temporal moments, "the first moment of arrival time depends on the distribution coefficient (of porosities for multidomain diffusion) but not on the actual rate coefficients. . ." Since the first moment of arrival time is the mean age in steady-state conditions, this statement means that the mean age depends on distribution of porosities but not rate coefficients for multidomain diffusion. This is the same statement cast later as a novel paradox by Bethke and Johnson (2002) .]
Recognizing that steady state age moments, when they exist, are given by temporal flux moments allows us to use the temporal moment results from the solute transport literature as indicators of age moments. Congruently the governing equation for moments of (steady state) groundwater age are equivalent to the governing equations for temporal moments of characteristic solutions to solute transport in the same formations. For example Eq. 21 of Harvey and Gorelick (1995) that is the equation governing the first temporal moment of solute transport with linear diffusive transfer, with β = 0, m 1 = A, m 0 = 1, initial concentration in immobile zone S o = 0, constant porosity and incompressible flow, becomes the mean groundwater age equation of Goode (1996) at steady state (Eq. 2 above without time derivative).
As a result, age moment equations with arbitrary diffusive mass transfer at steady state are already available as the temporal flux moment equations for solute transport under analogous boundary conditions. This includes solutions for transient moments with multidimensional nonuniform flow. Continuing the example above, equation (21) of Harvey and Gorelick (1995) with nonzero β is the governing moment equation for groundwater age at steady state, when linear diffusion occurs. More general diffusive mass transfer moment equations (e.g., Harvey and Gorelick 1995; Luo et al. 2008) translate similarly, typically requiring for the solute transport flux moment equation that initial concentration in immobile zone be zero, porosity be constant, and flow be incompressible. Fig. 2 Flow and age equation boundary conditions and the k-field for the studied aquifer system plays a larger role with depth. The objective of this section is to examine how the inclusion of data reflecting mean groundwater age under simplified idealized conditions helps reduce (or not) nonuniqueness in a given inverse problem.
While it is possible to obtain core samples of subsurface materials and to perform laboratory experiments to determine parameter values on such samples, these values reflect flow and transport on the core-scale (centimeters). The model used for the real aquifer however almost always involves much larger units. The parameter values associated with the model grid scale are generally quite different from those defined on the core-scale samples. Hence, the value of additional characterization data used for groundwater model parameter identification depends strongly on its measurement scale (Scheibe and Chien 2003) .
The identification of spatially-distributed hydrogeologic properties from hydraulic information or other data provide an alternative avenue toward characterization but one that is famously challenging due to nonuniqueness. One avenue to reduction of nonuniqueness involves use of multiple data sets, such as piezometric head, concentration and/or groundwater age, in the solution of the inverse problem. Since head information is governed by a diffusion equation and age information governed by an advection-dispersion-reaction equation, their coupling may sharpen inverse problem solutions.
We apply joint (flow and mean age) modeling for the forward solution of a simplified, idealized problem to solve simultaneously the steady-state flow and mean age equations, the output of which is used as input to an indirect inversion scheme, UCODE, to calibrate some of the parameters involved. The flow domain is a classical hypothetical two-dimensional system with three of four boundaries corresponding to no-flow conditions and the top boundary is modeled as a combination of constant head and recharge; this configuration is similar to those analyzed by Goode (1996) and earlier authors (Freeze and Witherspoon 1967) . Figure 2 is a simple representation of the studied physical system, the boundary conditions for each of the equations and the k-field. Sensitivity analysis (including composite scaled sensitivity, CSS, dimensionless scaled sensitivity, DSS, and parameter correlation coefficient, pcc) and calibration have been carried out using UCODE_2005 (Poeter et al. 2005) .
The physical properties of the aquifer are as follows: the hydraulic conductivities are decreasing with depth and coarsely heterogeneous as shown in Fig. 2 , the porosity is 0.20, the tortousity (τ ) is 1, the longitudinal dispersivity (α L ) is 6.0 m and the transverse dispersivity (α T ) is 0.6 m, and the coefficient of molecular diffusion (D m ) equal to 1.16e-8 m 2 /s. A full 2-D mechanical dispersion tensor has been used in this study built on the Darcy velocity (q) with the following diagonal components:
and off-diagonal components:
Forward Solution of Flow and Mean Age Equations
The spatially distributed hydraulic heads are determined for a steady state flow field and then used to derive the fluid velocity by differentiating the head field obtained. The flow equation solved is:
on head boundaries (17) where h(x, y) is the hydraulic head, K (x, y) is the isotropic but heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity and q(x, y) is Darcy velocity. Groundwater age is simulated using the mean age equation (Goode 1996) : 
where A(x, y) is the mean groundwater age, D is the dispersion tensor. The average pore velocity (v(x, y) ), is the ratio of Darcy velocity to porosity (θ ). The mean age equation is a reactive transport equation that has a reaction rate of 1 that ages water by one unit of age per time.
The groundwater flow equation and the equation for mean groundwater age for the domain were both solved using a finite element solver COMSOL (2006) . A direct linear solver UMFPACK was used as the forward solver. A Quadratic Lagrange Element shape function of order 2 was used for the basis functions. The test function is of the same type as the basis function so that the Galerkin method has been applied. The mesh elements are rectilinear with uniform intervals in the x and y direction, devised with a convergence analysis of grid resolution to address accuracy. The streamlines of the flow solution are shown in Fig. 3 .
The results of the forward simulation showed that the maximum age occurs along the right boundary, with the greatest age at the bottom and decreasing toward the discharge boundary at the top (Fig.4 ). This means that the age does not increase monotonically toward the discharge point as it might be expected. In fact the age increase monotonically toward the discharge boundary along each individual streamlines, but the "cell-averaged" ages do not increase in the same manner when the convergence of streamlines of very different lengths bring young and old water molecules to a single cell. The same result was shown in Goode (1996) . As it was discussed by Goode (1996) , this happens because "converging streamlines near the discharge boundary bring younger water into the cells along the right boundary. That is, the maximum age at a point is at the top right corner of the domain, but the average 
where b is a vector containing values of each of the parameters being estimated (NP = NH + NA + NPR), NH is the number of head observations, NA is the number of age observations, NPR is the number of prior information values specified by the user, y hi and y aj are the ith observed head and jth observed age respectively being matched by the regression, y hi (b) is the simulated head that correspond to the ith observed head (a function of b), y aj (b) is the simulated age that correspond to the jth observed age, and ω hi and ω aj are the weight for ith head observation and jth age observation respectively. In this study we specify the weights in terms of a variance with a value of 0.5 for head data and in terms of a coefficient of variation with a value of 0.1 for age observations. The errors are assumed independent and normally distributed. This weighting technique results in higher weights for younger water.
Since the value of age data are generally higher than the head data in this study the weighting values presented above result in error residuals that are usually much higher for the age data than the head data, thus the error in simulated age become of high importance.
Approach
The goal of solving inverse problem in this study is to explore the reduction in nonuniqueness that results both from additional data from more observation locations and from combined use of piezometric head and groundwater mean age as opposed to exclusively piezometric head data. The observation points were chosen to be close to the ground surface (i.e., the top boundary) in order to represent the greater availability of near-surface data in the field (Fig. 5 ). The study involves parameter estimation with different number of observations of either only head or both head and mean age data. As the last part of the study some sampling points were added at depth in order to show the effect of data at regions intermediate to the flow stream ( Fig. 5 ). Inverse modeling is then applied to these "data" in order to estimate the hydraulic conductivities under different observation types (head and mean age), densities (20, 10, and 6 observation points), patterns (concentrated or distributed) and accuracies (true or noisy). This results in 12 sampling scenarios:
• three with only head data at the top layer,
• three with both head and mean age data at the top layer,
• three with only head data at the top layer augmented by some observations at the bottom layer, • three with both head and mean age data at the top layer augmented by some observations at the bottom layer
The study was performed under two observation accuracies for each observation scenario:
• 1st experiment: "true" observation values Since the studied groundwater system is a synthetic case, the "true" head and age distribution (outcome of the forward solution given the true hydraulic conductivity field) was sub-sampled point wise (as discussed above) to obtain the "observation values" to be used for the solution of inverse problem.
Fig. 5
Location of sampling sets for the three resolutions: "x" represents the 6 original sample locations; squares represents the next level involving 10 samples; circles represent the maximum resolution set involving 20 samples. All three sets involve either age and head, or just head data. Location distribution is skewed to the right in order to allow sampling to intercept high-density streamline regions to allow examination of effluent mean age. Note that this is not generally possible in realworld conditions. Finally the filled circles at the bottom indicate locations of deep samples examined for their utility in reducing nonuniqueness, and it was found (data not shown) that mean age data from these depths significantly reduced remaining nonuniqueness • 2nd experiment: "noisy" observation values In this experiment random noise (unbiased normally distributed noise) was imposed to the "true" pointwise head and age values of the 1st experiment and the same parameter estimation was performed to investigate how noise in the observations can affect the outcome of the inverse solution.
The goodness of fit and the error in estimated k-field compared to the true k-field were calculated in each sampling scenarios of each experiment to evaluate the nonuniqueness level in each observation set. To this aim, we calculated the mean squared error (MSE)-chosen here as one measure of nonuniqueness-between the original true zoned hydraulic conductivities shown in Fig. 2 and those determined by the inversion for each observation set (Eq. 14), with the constraint that the inverse-solved values correspond to insignificant error in the head and age fields as associated with each of the studied experiments (< 0.01%, this value has been used to screen the solutions determined by inversion for best results).
, n = # of conductivity zones = 9 (20)
Results and Discussion
The final result is presented in Fig. 6 as a histogram of log(MSE) versus different experiments. A lower value of MSE for an observation set means that this measure of nonuniqueness is lower for that set compared to the others. The MSE values in this study are positive values smaller than 1, thus their natural logarithm values are negative. Smaller the MSE is, larger the log(MSE) absolute value is. Since Fig. 6 plots the log(MSE) for each observation set, higher Fig. 2 and those determined by the inversion, with the constraint that the inverse-solved values correspond to insignificant error in the head and age fields as measured by the sample locations described in Fig. 6 . Note that no solution was found for the following cases due to non-convergence (1) 6 "true" observation of only head (2) 10 "noisy" observation of only head (3) 6 "noisy" observation of only head. The figure shows the reduction in this measure of non-uniqueness by the addition of the mean age data, as well as the reduction due to more data points sampled absolute values of this number, and thus taller bars, means more unique inverse in terms of herein used measure of nonuniqueness. Figure 6 shows this measure of nonuniqueness:
-reduces due to the addition of the mean age data, even though the corresponding sample locations are near the upper boundary of the flow domain and not uniformly distributed. -reduces due to addition of observation density when "true" observation values were used.
-reduces significantly due to addition of sampling points at the bottom of aquifer.
-increases due to the addition of data points when noisy observation values of both head and age observations were used, because they enter more error to the system and thus allow erroneous flow fields to produce perfect fit to the "noisy" observation values.
• The persistence of nonuniqueness is specifically due to the fact that the domain allows different flow fields to generate similar mean ages at sampling locations. • When only head observations were used, the introduction of noise to the true observation values resulted in calibration procedure that does not converge.
As is clear from Fig. 6 and was discussed above, the addition of mean age observations reduced the level of nonuniqueness considerably, we hypothesize that this is a result of the fact that the age reflects the cumulative residence time of the water along streamlines and thus serves as a cumulative and not local measure of the flow properties. This renders age as a different and in some instance more powerful datum type than head which reflects local conditions through the diffusion operator. Nevertheless, the nonuniqueness persists because the heterogeneity of the domain allows different flow-fields to generate similar mean ages at the observation locations. This reflects the fact that the global nature of age does not guarantee uniqueness, as long as data are absent from locations where observations are needed to distinguish paths that give rise subsequently to similar ages downstream, but depart upstream. Thus, to address remaining nonuniqueness, age data at such observation locations are needed. The identification of these locations is an interesting research challenge.
These simple results reflect that distributed sampling location and combined used of different calibration targets (such as head and age) help to partially overcome the intrinsic nonuniqueness of the inverse problem.
Summary
There is a mechanistic basis for groundwater age as a deterministic distribution, and the basic Eq. 1 is the result. From this basic form some simplified results are obtained, including the fact that groundwater age is at least inverse-Gaussian distributed. The model can be generalized to formulate equations for multidomain transport problems and extant results for temporal moments as characteristic solutions to 1D transport all translate to results for age moments under same physical transport processes because the groundwater age equation reduces to the solute transport characteristic equation at steady state.
To summarize the inverse problem investigation, selection of appropriate observations density and observations type is important to reduce the level of calibration uncertainty. The addition of groundwater age observations in our study reduced the nonuniqueness of the calibration. The sampling density was also an important issue in our calibration, however the concentrated observation distribution was not able to overcome the nonuniqueness problem even in cases of dense sampling. Age observation was not able to eliminate nonuniqueness at locations far away from the sampling locations. Although application of distributed sampling enabled us to achieve unique estimated parameters using "true" observation values (subsampled directly from the forward solution), the same observation density/locations could not result in unique solution when random noises were added to the "true" observation values. Nonuniqueness specifically persists when the domain allows different flow fields to generate similar mean ages at sampling locations.
